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This presentation aims to examine whether a 
multicultural society in Japan is sustainable by 
analyzing the cases of Brazilian second-
generation adolescents residing in Japan who 
contribute to the Brazilian community via their 
bilingual language proficiency.
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The Aim of this study



1. One and a half-hours interview with two Brazilian 
second-generation adolescents who live in a town with 
a concentrated Brazilian population. 

2. Interview with five Brazilian students who study 
Portuguese at universities in Japan in 2011 and 2012. 

3.  A questionnaire to first-year students of the 
Department of Portuguese at a university in Chiba in 
April 2013. Why they had selected that particular 
department was among the questions asked. 
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Research Method



Brazilian Population in Japan (2012)
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Source: Compiled by the author based on the data of Ministry of Justice. 



Places to learn Portuguese

For Children For Adults

・Brazilian Schools
・Immigrant Language Classes in    
Japanese public schools

(very limited)
・Supplementary P.L.  courses 
offered by:

Brazilian Schools
Local Governments
Churches, etc.

・Private Lessons 

・Universities 

Department of P.L.

Modern Foreign Language

Class

Extension Course 

・Language Schools

・Private lessons
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Reasons for Learning Portuguese (1):
 Sérgio (24):

 He  came to Japan in 1998 at 10 years old. 
 He entered a public elementary school and, 3 years later, he began 

Portuguese study in a supplementary Portuguese language course 
offered by a Brazilian school with his brothers.

 When he was a high school student, he had imagined he would be a 
factory worker like his parents..

 An experience of teaching Portuguese to Brazilian Children became 
the biggest motivation to work hard  at his studies to be admitted 
to a Japanese University to  become a teacher  of  Japanese 
language using Portuguese.

 He knew that the salary of J.L. teacher is ordinary low and  its 
position is instable . 

 He changed his dream from teacher  to  first Brazilian 
administrative scrivener , one of the national qualifications.

 He is the eldest son and always talks in Portuguese with his 
parents, preferring Japanese to communicate with his brothers
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Reasons for Learning Portuguese(2):

 Tiago(22):

 He  came to Japan at 10 years old and entered a public elementary 
school.

 He began to study Portuguese, the same course that Sérgio and his 
brothers were studying.

 In his first year of high school, he taught Japanese to Brazilian children 
with Sérgio. He, too, dreamed of becoming a J.L. teacher.

 Since childhood, he has been interested in languages because of his 
unique family situation. He is the only child who could translate notices 
in the local community for his parents who can neither speak nor 
understand the Japanese language well .

 In the Brazilian community, there are many Portuguese-Japanese 
bilingual Brazilians. To distinguish himself from these Brazilian 
adolescents, he began to study English.

 He told me of Sérgio’s strong influence and the fact that if he did not 
have the Japanese-Brazilian friends with whom he had studied the 
Portuguese language, he would not be able to continue his study.

 He does not intend to be naturalized in Japan now. He is proud of being 
Brazilian, he says.
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students relearning  Portuguese 

In  universities:
・Takeshi(18) selected a Portuguese language department at a university to keep up 

contact with his grandparents and relatives residing in Brazil

・Kenichi opened his office after graduation from university to promote the cultural 
exchange between local Japanese and Brazilians by the publication of a town 
magazine that introduces Brazilian shops in the area in Japanese, and teaches bossa
nova and the Portuguese language to Japanese people. 

In a extension course:
・Larissa(22) began to relearn the heritage language of her mother, who was eager 

for her daughter to learn it. Her dream is to work for one year in Brazil to brush up on 
her Portuguese to be able to discuss any topic with her Brazilian mother.

・Telma(21) is studying Portuguese from scratch, although she can speak it fluently 
because she thinks studying grammar is useful to teach the Japanese language to 
Brazilian children whom she has taught as a volunteer. 

・Carlos who works at a Japanese company, is studying Portuguese because of his 
boss’s advice to learn his heritage language. This company plans to branch out in 
Brazil.
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some factors that motivate them to 
acquire and maintain their Portuguese 

proficiency (1)

 External Factors (Social Context)

 The unique characteristics of the Brazilian 
Community in Japan

 The existence of Supplementary Course of the 
Portuguese Language

 Brazil in the Global
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some factors that motivate them to 
acquire and maintain their Portuguese 

proficiency(2)

 Internal Factors (Private Context)

 Parents Who Do Not Speak Japanese 

 Ethnic Identity 

 Wish to Contribute to the Brazilian Community 
Using Their Ability Acquired in Japan 

 Educational and Professional Career 

 Age Entering Japan 

 With Friends in a Similar Situation 

 As a Pioneer or With a Model 
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Local (Japanese) Society
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Bridging Local and Brazilian Communities
with their bilingual proficiency

home

Brazilian Community

Community of Foreign 
Citizens

Brazil

Interpreter, Japanese 
Education

Domestic 
Interpreter

Legal Support, Japanese  
Education

Bossa Nova Class, Portuguese Education, Town 
Magazines about Brazilian Shops in Japanese

Stay in Brazil to 
Work 

Brazilian Embassy



1. Their limited contact with Japanese people in the workplace    
and locality. 

2. The widespread Brazilian ethnic businesses. 

These two points have contributed to the low level of 
Brazilians’ Japanese language proficiency in Japan. 

3. The third is the passage of time. 

The Brazilian immigrant history spanning more than 20 years 
has produced bilingual second-generation adults.

Why dose such a role exist ?
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Immigrant Language and Multicultural Society

Using their  Portuguese proficiency as a social resource
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Their Portuguese proficiency contributes :

・to make multicultural Japanese society sustainable 
succeeding the role of bridge  between local and ethnic 
communities constructed by bilingual first-generation 
Brazilians.

・to attend the demand of local government that promotes 
their sightseeing policies using the local character as “Little 
Brazil”.

・to make  Japanese people living among them become 
bilingual or multilingual.



Some of the Magazines about Brazil and Portuguese Textbooks Published after 
2003
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Portuguese Language Textbooks



Questionnaires conducted in April 2013. Sixty-three students in 
the “Instructive Study about Brazil” class were asked.

・Economic Growth （BRICS） 17 （30％）

・Interests in Brazilian culture like soccer, music..16   （29％）

・As a host country  of  World Cup and Olympic games 

14 （25％）

・Influence of Brazilian classmates or neighbors  with whom 

they have grown up                                                    13 （23％）

・Interests in Portuguese Language     11 (20％）

・Interests in Brazilian People 5     （9％）

・Others               3 （5％）15

Why they chose the Department of Portuguese 
Language



Conclusion
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The analyses suggest the language of Brazilian second 
generation is a social resource, and its existence is key to 
sustaining Japan’s multicultural society. The 
multiculturalization of Japan cannot be undone, and thus in 
order to foster a mature, multicultural society, we must 
ensure that the rights and culture of all citizens will be 
protected whatever his or her nationality or cultural 
background. The sustainable education of immigrant 
adolescents to preserve their language resource as they 
bridge the gap is just one requirement to realize social 
maturity in Japan.



The End

Thank you for your attention.
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